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ABSTRACT. Several applications are given of the technique of proving 
theorems in char 0 (as well as char/?) by, in some sense, "reducing" to 
char/? and then applying the Frobenius. A "metatheorem" for reduction to 
char/? is discussed and the proof is sketched. This result is used later to give 
the idea of the proof of the existence of big Cohen-Macaulay modules in the 
equicharacteristic case. Homological problems related to the existence of big 
Cohen-Macaulay modules are discussed. A different application of the same 
circle of ideas is the proof that rings of invariants of reductive linear 
algebraic groups over fields of char 0 acting on regular rings are Cohen-
Macaulay. Despite the fact that this result is false in char/?, the proof 
depends on reduction to char/?. A substantial number of examples of rings 
of invariants is considered, and a good deal of time is spent on the question, 
what does it really mean for a ring to be Cohen-Macaulay? 

The paper is intended for nonspecialists. 

1. Introduction. The objective of this paper is to describe and relate for a 
general audience several areas in commutative rings and algebraic geometry 
in which progress has been made recently by the following general method: 
translate the original problem into one of showing that certain equations 
cannot have a solution, and then apply the Frobenius to make these 
equations, which at first look merely unlikely, obviously absurd. This tech
nique, which seems a priori limited to the char/? > 0 case, can be made to 
yield results for arbitrary Noetherian rings containing a field, by using the 
"metatheorem" (2.1) described in §2. The approximation theorem of M. Artin 
is the key to this kind of reduction. 

Both the main results which we shall discuss in detail involve the notion of 
a "regular sequence" on a module. Let R be a ring (all rings are commutative, 
with identity) and M an .R-module (i.e. a unital /{-module). Then xv . . . , xH 

in R is called a regular sequence on M or Msequence if: 
(l)2yoc,M=^Mand 
(2) for each /, 1 < / < n, xt is not a zerodivisor on M/^J^XJM. 

(See [ABJ, [AB2], [AB3], [K,], [M], [N2], [Rees], and [ZS].) 
If R is a local ring, i.e. a Noetherian ring with a unique maximal ideal m, 

then dim R denotes, equivalently, the supremum of lengths h of chains of 
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prime ideals P0 c Px C • • • C Ph (R is not regarded as a prime in R), or the 
least integer n such that there exist n elements JC„ . . . , xn in m and a positive 
integer N with m* c IZjXjR. The set of elements x{,..., xn is then called a 
system of parameters (s.o.p. for short) for /?. (The first definition of dimension 
is used even when R is neither local nor Noetherian: but then one may not 
even have dim R [x] = 1 + dim R. See [SeiJ, [Sei2], and the expository paper 
[Gil].) 

Note that any Noetherian ring has lots of local rings associated with it: for 
any prime P let RP = R [xs: s E R - P]/I, where I is the ideal generated by 
the elements {sxs — 1: s E R — P). Then RP is a local ring called the local 
ring ofR at P. (See [Kj], [M], [N2], and [ZS] for more details.) 

Life is really worth living in a Noetherian ring R when all the local rings 
have the property that every s.o.p. is an /{-sequence. Such a ring is called 
Cohen-Macaulay (C-M for short). Many more illuminating properties of these 
rings are discussed in §3. One example is the ring of formal (or convergent) 
power series in n variables xx,..., xn. In either case one s.o.p. which is 
obviously an /{-sequence is x„ . . . , xn. An s.o.p. which is less obviously an 
/{-sequence is jcp, x™2 + /2, x™3 + / 3 , . . . , x™ + ƒ„, where f is in the ideal 
generated by JC„ . . . , *,._„ 2 < i < n. 

Local rings (/?, m) in which m is generated by an s.o.p. are called regular, 
and an arbitrary Noetherian ring R is called regular if all its local rings are 
regular. (Let x be a point of an analytic variety or of an algebraic variety over 
an algebraically closed field. Then x is a smooth (simple) point if and only if 
the local ring at x is regular. Cf. [ZJ, [Fu], [Mu2], or [Mu4].) Formal or 
convergent power series rings over a field are regular, while their quotients by 
an /{-sequence turn out to be C-M but not usually regular. 

The first of the main results we shall discuss is: 

(1.1). THEOREM (M. HOCHSTER AND J. ROBERTS). Let K be afield and let G 
be a linearly reductive linear algebraic group over K acting K-rationally by 
K-algebra automorphisms on a regular Noetherian K-algebra S. Then the fixed 
ring SG is Cohen-Macaulay. 

"Linearly reductive" means that every finite dimensional (Zf-rational) 
representation is a direct sum of irreducible representations. [E.g. if K = C, 
this means G is the complexification of a compact real Lie group, while if K is 
algebraically closed of char/? > 0 then G°, the connected component of the 
identity of G, must be an algebraic torus (i.e. a finite product of copies of 
the multiplicative group Gm of K) while G/G° must be (finite) of order prime 
to/?. See [Bor], [Mu,], [NJ, and [N3].] 

A surprising fact is that while (1.1) is mainly a char 0 theorem (it is false for 
reductive G in char/? > 0), the proof depends on somehow passing to 
char/? > 0. 

When a local ring R is not C-M, life is much harder, but some of the agony 
can be assuaged if one at least knows that a s.o.p. xv . . . , xn is a regular 
sequence on some /{-module M (which is then called a big C-M module for 
R: "big", because M is not required to be finitely generated). The existence of 
such modules (which is an open question in mixed characteristic) seems to be 
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the key to settling a whole slew of homological problems (see §4). Many of 
these problems were first suggested and explored by M. Auslander [AHJ], 
[Au2], while the first real progress later was made by Peskine-Szpiro [PSJ. 
Now one can by and large recover the known results on these homological 
problems from the existence of big C-M modules in the equicharacteristic 
case (the case where R contains a field), and their existence in that case is the 
second main result we want to discuss: again, one uses the technique of 
passage to char/? > 0. The explicit result is: 

(1.2) THEOREM. If Ris a local ring which contains a field and xv ... 9xnis a 
system of parameters, then there exists an R-module M such that xv . . . , xn is 
a regular sequence on M. 

The reader is referred to [H05], [HoJ, [Ho^], [Ho10] for more information. 
The rest of this paper explores insights into the uses of (1.1) and (1.2), gives 

sketches of parts of the ideas of their proofs, and surveys some related results 
and open questions. Since one main theme is "how to prove it" using the 
Frobenius in char/?, we single out one consequence of (1.2) and give a 
detailed proof of it in char/? (§4). In §3 we try to give some feeling for what 
rings of invariants of linearly reductive groups may be like, and also some 
insight into what it really means for a ring to be Cohen-Macaulay. 

2. Artin approximation and a metatheorem for reduction to char/?. In this 
section we describe and sketch the proof of a result which permits reduction 
of many problems for Noetherian rings which contain a field to the case of 
Noetherian rings finitely generated over a field of char/? > 0. The most 
important tool is Artin approximation. Our result is expressed in terms of 
solvability of equations with a height condition. 

If ƒ c R, a Noetherian ring, height ƒ or ht ƒ denotes 

min{dim RP: I c P, P is prime}. 

By a "system of equations with height condition" over a ring A we mean a set 
of polynomial equations: 

&\ 
FX(X, y)«o, 

Fh(X,Y)-0 

where X * X{,..., Xn, Y « Yy,..., Yq9 and the F's are polynomials in the 
variables X, Y with coefficients in A. If R is an ^-algebra, we say that 
x * x , xn9y « yl9... ,yq is a solution of S in R if 

(1) height HgxtR « n, and 
(2)Fi(x,y) = 09 1 <i<h. 
Condition (1) is meant to imply, in particular, that 2,*,/? ¥= R (height 

R • +00, by convention). If 2,0c,/? =£ R then, by the KruU height theorem 
(see [N2, p. 26, Theorem (9.3)]), ht^^R < n. Condition (1) may be viewed as 
a sort of nondegeneracy condition on the x9s. 

We can now state: 

(2.1) METATHEOREM. Let $ be a theorem about Noetherian rings which is 
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true f or finitely generated domains over finite fields. 
Suppose that 9" is equivalent to the statement that for a certain family 

{S x}X e A of systems of equations with height condition over Z («, q, and h may 
vary with A), no system in the family has a solution. 

Then 9" is true for all Noetherian rings R which contain afield, regardless of 
characteristic. 

We first remark that if a system & has a solution in R and P is a minimal 
prime of 2,*,/?, then the images of x, y in RP constitute a solution as well: 
moreover, the new values for the Xt are a system of parameters for the local 
ring Rp. By a local solution xv . . . , xn,yv ... ,yq of a system S we mean a 
solution in a (necessarily «-dimensional) local ring (R, m) such that 
xl9..., xn is a s.o.p. for (/?, m). Since we may always pass from solutions to 
local solutions, the metatheorem follows from: 

(2.2) THEOREM. Let $ be a system of equations with height condition over Z. 
Suppose that & has a local solution in a local ring which contains a field. Then 
it has a solution in a domain R finitely generated over a finite field K, and also a 
local solution in Rmfor a maximal ideal mof R such that R/xa » K. 

We want to sketch the proof of this result (for more details see [Ho5, 
Theorem 3.1], [H<%, Lemma 3], or [Ho ,̂ Theorem 5.2]). However, we first 
need to discuss completion of local rings, which is a major tool for making 
reductions in the theory of Noetherian rings. The trick of reducing first to the 
local and then the complete local case works remarkably often. 

The point is that if (R, m)is local we may complete in the m-adic topology 
to obtain a new local ring (R, m), where m = mi? = the closure of m. In fact, 
we may complete any finitely generated i?-module M and get a finitely 
generated i?-module M (which is s R ®R M). An alternative point of view 
is that M = proj lim/ M/vctM. The completion^ functor is faithfully exact on 
finitely generated /J-modules. Moreover, dim R = dim R. Of course, R may 
already be m-adically complete: in this case, we call R a complete local ring. 
We refer the reader to [C], [N2], and [ZS] for further information. 

The advantages of working over a complete local ring are enormous. For 
example, here is a weak form of a recent result from [PP] (long known in 
many special cases, e.g. for uncountable algebraically closed residue class 
fields) for solving equations over complete local rings: 

(2.3) THEOREM (PFISTER-POPESCU). Let S be a system of polynomial 
equations over a complete local ring (R, m). Then & has a solution in R if and 
only if & has a solution modulo mN for all positive integers N. 

"Only if', of course, is trivial. " I f is a deep result utilizing the same circle 
of ideas needed to prove M. Artin's approximation theorem, which we discuss 
next. 

Some of the best, most useful results in algebra make assertions of the 
following type: that once we have adjoined "a few" obviously needed 
quantities to our ring to serve as solutions to equations of a certain kind, we 
can actually solve a tremendous bunch of other equations as well. For 
example: 
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(1) Once an integral domain A has been enlarged to its fraction field K (i.e. 
throw in the solutions of the equations bx = a, a, b E A, b ^ 0), any 
simultaneous system of linear equations which has a solution in some 
extension field has a solution in K. 

(2) The fundamental theorem of algebra. Once we adjoin a solution of 
x2 = — 1 to the real numbers R, every nonconstant polynomial equation in 
one variable has a root. 

(3) Hilberfs Nullstellensatz. Once we enlarge a field K to its algebraic 
closure K (throw in all roots of single polynomial equations in one variable), 
then any system of polynomial equations 

fl(Xi,...,Xn) = 09 

fh(Xl9.y/,Xn) = Q 
which has a solution in some extension field of K (cquivalently, such that 
1 g S^T, where T=•= K[X{,...,Xn]) has a solution in K. (See [K2] for a 
very simple proof when A' = C.) 

Our discussion of complete local̂  rings indicated that one has a better 
theory for solving equations over R than over /?, and it turns out to be 
important to study the question: for which R is it true that every finite system 
of polynomial equations over R with solutions in R has solutions in Rl (Note 
that it is easy to see that if R has this property, then so does every local ring 
which is (a finite module over) a homomorphic image.) M. Artin has proved 
two beautiful and important theorems along these lines. Let us say that a 
local ring (ƒ?, m) is an approximation ring if it satisfies the following two 
equivalent conditions: 

(1) Whenever a system of polynomial equations over R has a solution in R, 
then it has a solution in R. 

(2) If a system of polynomial equations over R has a solution (sv ..., sn) 
with the sf in R, then for every integer / > 0 there is a solution ( r 1 ? . . . , rn) 
with the r, in R such that 

sê = r} modulo m*R, 1 < i < n. 

(Thus, the solutions over R of a system over R are m-adically dense in the 
solutions over R.) 

The conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent because the extra congruence 
condition can be expressed by using auxiliary equations and unknowns. 

The first of Artin's results [Arx] is this: 

(2.4) THEOREM (M. ARTIN). Every analytic local ring is an approximation 
ring. 

By an analytic local ring we mean a homomorphic image of the convergent 
power series ring n6 * C{X{, • . . , Xn) c C[[Xlf..., Xn]] for some n. 

The result we really need here for the metatheorem, however, is a special 
case of an algebraic version of this theorem which Artin proves in [Ar2]. 

Let R * K[XU . . . , Xn] be a polynomial ring over a field K9 let m = 
SiXjR, and let A * Rm. The special case of Artin's theorem we need tells us 
what the smallest approximation ring containing A is. 
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To describe this ring, let B be the integral closure of A in A — 
K^XX9..., XH]]9 i.e. B consists of all formal power series in the Xt which 
satisfy monic polynomials over A, let q = m A n B, which is a maximal ideal 
of B, and let A h = Bq. (Readers familiar with Henselization will recognize A h 

as the Henselization of A : see [N2].) Then: 

(2.5) THEOREM (M. ARTIN). A h is an approximation ring. 

Clearly, A h is the smallest ring which might work. We note that {A h, mA h) 
is â  local ring, that ® A A h is faithfully exact, and that the completion of A h 

is A 
Theorem (2.5) falls into the classic pattern described earlier of adjoining a 

few solutions (the elements of A algebraic over A) and getting all one needs 
to solve any polynomial system which can be solved over A. 

(2.6). SKETCH OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM (2.2). We start with a local 
solution in a Noetherian ring R containing a field of char 0 (the char/? > 0 
case is much simpler: we leave it to the reader). By completing R we see that 
there is a solution in a complete local ring: moreover, we know that R is a 
finite module over B =•= K[[xl9. • •, JCJ], a formal power series ring over a 
field, where the JC; are the values of the Xê (see [C], [NJ). We may even enlarge 
K to be algebraically closed. 

Let T - K[xl9..., xnl let Q ~ 2/^T, and A - TQ9 so that A - B. The 
first important reduction is to obtain a local solution in an algebra which is a 
finite module over A h (instead of over A). The idea of the proof is simple: use 
Artin approximation (2.5) on the "algebra structure" of R as well as (simul
taneously) on the local solution of the system of equations. (The algebra 
structure is given by a multiplication table for a finite basis.) The details are a 
bit messy and we omit them. 

The next step is to use the fact that A h is a direct limit of localizations of 
finitely generated ^-algebras at maximal ideals to show that there is a 
solution in such a ring. It is then possible to "unlocalize", i.e. to pass to a 
solution in a finitely generated ^-algebra: the condition that JC,, . . . , xn be a 
s.o.p. is replaced by the weaker condition that Rad(2 ;*;/?) be a maximal 
ideal of height n. 

The rest of the argument is almost standard these days: certainly, it is an 
increasingly common motif. One can often make a reduction from the case of 
finitely generated algebras over fields of char 0 to those over fields of 
char/7 > 0: we refer the reader to [PSJ, [HRJ, and [HRJ for further 
examples (and to [Bs2] and its bibliography for examples outside commutative 
rings and algebraic geometry). 

We complete our sketch of the proof of Theorem (2.2) with a brief outline 
of how such arguments usually run. One generally starts with a set-up (which 
may include A'-algebras, modules, maps, schemes, sheaves, morphisms, etc.) 
"defined" over a field K of char 0. One then observes that everything in sight 
is, in fact, "defined" over a carefully chosen finitely generated Z-subalgebra 
C of K (generated by coefficients of defining equations, etc.). One then uses 
facts like generic freeness (i.e. finitely generated modules E over finitely 
generated algebras over a Noetherian domain C have the property that Ec is 
Cc-free for suitable c ¥= 0 in C, and more: see, for example, [HRt, Lemma 8.1] 
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and [HR2, Lemma 3.8]) closedness of bad (e.g. non-Cohen-Macaulay or 
singular) loci in schemes, etc. to show that after adjoining finitely many 
inverses for nonzero elements of C (the "new" C is still a finitely generated 
Z-algebra) the result one wants to prove for K, if it fails, will also fail upon 
applying ® c C/m for any maximal ideal m of C. But C/m is a finite field! 
Q.E.D. 

Note that certain facts which one has automatically in charO but not 
always in char/? can often be preserved in passing to char/7 in this type of 
argument: it is almost as though one can assume both char 0 and char/? 
simultaneously. 

(2.7). REMARK. In a finitely generated Z-algebra which contains Z only 
finitely many prime integers have inverses. Hence: 

(2.8). The conclusion of the Metatheorem (2.1) holds under the weaker 
hypothesis that ST is true for finitely generated domains over finite fields of 
char/7 > Ofor infinitely many p. 

(2.9). REMARK. Suppose that ?T is a theorem of the type described in the 
second paragraph of the statement of the Metatheorem (2.1) Then: 

(2.10). If ?T is true for domains finitely generated over a field or complete 
discrete valuation ring, then ?T is true for all Noetherian rings. 

One proceeds exactly as in the proof (2.6) of Theorem (2.2). One completes, 
gets a local solution in a complete domain, which one represents as a finite 
module over a formal power series ring over a field or complete discrete 
valuation ring. One then uses the "mixed characteristic" algebraic form of 
Artin approximation [Ar2] to descend to a finitely generated F-algebra, just as 
in the proof of Theorem (2.2). 

3. Cohen-Macaulay rings and invariant theory. The purpose of this section is 
to explain some of the consequences of Theorem (1.1). Part of our objective is 
to explain what it "really means" for a ring to be Cohen-Macaulay. Another 
part is to illustrate, by a substantial set of examples, what rings of invariants 
can be like. We shall see that Theorem (1.1) is naturally motivated even in 
terms of the goals of classical invariant theory. 

In the sequel we assume, for simplicity, that K is an algebraically closed 
field. Let G be a linear algebraic group, i.e. a subgroup of some Gl(«, K) 
which is defined by the condition that the entries of the matrices A — (a0) in 
G satisfy certain polynomial equations over K (e.g. Sl(n, K) is defined by 
det A = 1). By a if-rational representation of G on V, where F is a finite-
dimensional K-vector space, we mean a group action G X F-» V in the 
usual sense which is also a üf-morphism of varieties (equivalently, the induced 
map G-+G1K(V) is both a group homomorphism and a tf-morphism of 
varieties). If V is infinite-dimensional, we mean that F is a directed union of 
finite-dimensional subspaces W stable under G such that the action of G on 
each W is ^-rational. If G acts ^-rationally on V, we also say that V is a 
G-module. When R is a ^-algebra and G acts on R, we tacitly assume that G 
acts by A'-algebra automorphisms, so that we may speak of the fixed ring RG 

(in general, VG is just a vector space). See [Bor], [DC], [MuJ, [NJ, and [N3] 
for further details. 

The main case occurs when G acts linearly on the polynomial ring in n 
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variables over K (to give such an action is the same as to give an action of G 
on the vector space of forms of degree one). Hubert's fourteenth problem, 
while phrased somewhat more generally, is basically motivated by the 
question of whether, in this situation, RG must be finitely generated (cf. [DC], 
[Mu3], and [N3]). We shall return to this question later. 

When it does happen that RG is finitely generated, there are two funda
mental problems (in the terminology of [Weyl]): first, determine generators 
w„ . . . , um of RG as a /̂ -algebra, and, second, determine a finite set of 
generators for the ideal of algebraic relations on «„ . . . , um (RG is usually 
not a polynomial ring itself). Of course, one can ask many other questions. 

To give some feeling for these problems, we consider a number of ex
amples: 

EXAMPLE 1. Let R = K[xl9..., xr9yX9... 9ys] and let G = Gm. Let G act 
on R by a: (*„ . . . , xr9yX9... ,ys) h» (a~lxX9 . . . , a~lxr, ayX9...9 qys). 
Then RG = AT[x^]/t/. If r9 s > 1 then these generators are not algebraically 
independent. In fact if U = (u&) denotes a new r X s matrix of indetermi-
nates and we map K[U] -•» RG by u^x^j the kernel is I2(U). Here, for 
any matrices i/„ . . . , Ur9 K[UX9..., Ur] denotes the A'-algebra generated by 
the entries of the Ui9 and for any matrix U9 It(U) is the ideal generated by the 
/ X t minors (subdeterminants) of U. 

We can generalize this example in two ways: 
EXAMPLE 2. Let R = K[X9 Y]9 where X9 Y are r X / and / X s matrices of 

indeterminates, resp., and let G = Gl(f, K) act by A: (X9 Y)H>(XA'\ AY). 
The preceding example is the case t = 1. Then RG = A [̂AT] and if we map 
K[U] -»* K[XY] (where U is a new r X s matrix of indeterminates), the 
kernel is It+x(U). Cf. [Weyl], [HE], and [DPr]. 

EXAMPLE 3. Let R * K[xl9..., xn] and let G =•= Gr
m9 an algebraic torus. 

Suppose that G acts on R so that (al9..., ar): (xl9..., xn)\-^(a{na221 • • • 
afrxxx,..., a[Xna^n • • • a^nxn). Then the ring of invariants is spanned as a 

A'-vector space by all monomials xx
l • • • x%» such that (A„ . . . , hn) is a 

nonnegative integer solution of the linear homogeneous system: 
n 

2 tghj = 0, 1 < i < r. 

It is not hard to exhibit generators for the algebraic relations (see [Hot], 
[KKMS]). 

EXAMPLE 4. Let R * K[xX9 x2] and let Gx be generated by (*,, x^) \-± 
(xX9 — JC2) and (JCJ, x2) h^ (—*i> -̂ 2) (assume char A ^ 2), so that Gx ^1^ 
© Zj. Let G2

 s Z2 be the subgroup spanned by (*j, X2) H> (~- î» "" «̂ 2)-
Then RGl » A'fxJ, JC|], a polynomial ring, while R°2 * K[x\9 xxx2, JC|]. 

This illustrates the following theorem [ST]: if we identify the linear 
automorphisms of R * C[x„ . . . , JCJ with Gl(n, C), and G is a finite 
subgroup of Gl(/i, C), then RG is always finitely generated, but RG is a 
polynomial ring if and only if G is generated by pseudoreflections (a matrix A 
is a pseudoreflection if it is conjugate to a diagonal matrix in which one 
diagonal entry is a root of unity and the other entries are all equal to one). 

A tremendous amount is known about the finite group case (RG is always 
finitely generated, even if char K divides |C|), and even more is known when 
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| Cr | is invcrtible in K. E.g. in the case of a linear action the formal power 
series S^dimjJ/?0],.)*' which "summarizes" the vector space dimensions of 
the graded pieces [R% of RG is equal to ( l / lGpS^^l/detO - zA) 
(Molien's formula: see [Mol]). 

EXAMPLE 5. Let G = Sl(r, K) act on R = K[X], where X is an r X s matrix 
of indeterminates, by A: X \-*AX. Then RG = ^ [ A ^ l ^e ring generated 
by the r X r minors of X. This ring is familiar to algebraic geometers as the 
usual homogeneous coordinate ring for the Grassmann variety of affine 
r-dimensional vector subspaces of affine s-space. (The relations on the minors 
arc well known: they are the quadratic Plücker relations. See [HP].) Cf. [Ho4], 
[Lk], and [Mus]. 

EXAMPLE 6. Assume char K = 0. Consider the same representation as in 
Example 5, but now let G = 0(r9 K)9 the orthogonal group, act. Let ' denote 
"transpose". Then K[Xf - K[X'X] (cf. [Weyl]), and if U is a symmetric 
5 x s matrix of indeterminates, then Kcr(K[ U] -+» K[X'X]) is Ir+,( U). See 
[Ku]. 

EXAMPLE 7. Let G = G\(n, K), and let R = K[Xlf..., Xm\ where each X§ 

is an n X n matrix of indeterminates. Let A E G act by (Xl9..., A^) h* 
(^ , .4 ~\ . . . , ^̂ fn>4 " !). Then any monomial Y = AT/f

f • • • Xfc is mapped to 
AYA~l and hence the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of any 
such Y are fixed by G. These coefficients generate RG. (In char 0, the traces 
of these monomials arc enough.) The relations may also be described: see 
pp»-]. 

The reader may have gained the impression from these examples that RG is 
always finitely generated. The first counterexample was given by Nagata: see 
[N3], Finite generation can fail, in char 0, even if (in fact, especially if) G is a 
direct sum of copies of the additive group of K. However, for a very 
important class of groups, the reductive groups, finite generation holds. This 
has been known for a long time in char 0 but is a quite recent result (a 
consequence of Haboush's proof of Mumford's conjecture) in char/n 

Recall that a connected group G is reductive if its radical, i.e. its maximal 
normal connected solvable subgroup, is an algebraic torus. This is equivalent 
to asserting that modulo a finite subgroup, G is the product of a semisimple 
group (radical trivial) and an algebraic torus. In char 0, reductive and linearly 
reductive (every representation is completely reducible) are equivalent 
notions, and this is what makes the proof of finite generation relatively easy. 
However, in char/?, there are almost no such groups: the only connected ones 
are tori. To remedy the situation, one wants a representation-theoretic 
property weaker than complete reducibility which is still strong enough to 
imply finite generation. 

With this in mind, let us examine the notion of linear reductivity a bit more 
closely. We first note that G is linearly reductive if and only if whenever 
V -** W is a surjection of G-modules, then VG -» WG is also surjective. If G 
is finite and \G\ is invertible in K9 it is easy to see that this surjectivity 
property holds: if v^w and w € WG

9 then (\/\G\)lg^Gg(v) E VG and 
maps to w. The key point is that there is a natural retraction operator p: 
V -** VG. If G is a compact real Lie group one can also average, and the 
existence of a similar natural retraction V -*» VG

9 the Reynolds operator, 
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after complexifying, may be viewed as an instance of the inertia of truth. In 
any case, it is not hard to show that G is linearly reductive if and only if there 
is a natural G-module retraction pv: V -++ VG for all G-modules V. An 
apparently weaker but still equivalent statement is that if K is the trivial 
G-module and ƒ: V -*» AT is a G-module surjection, then there is an 
invariant element v E V such that ƒ {Ko) = K (i.e. VG -» KG = K is surjec-
tive). 

Let S£(V) denote the nth symmetric power of the vector space V over K. 
Mumford conjectured that the following weakening of the last 
characterization of linear reductivity would hold for reductive groups in 
char/? > 0: If K is given the trivial G-module structure and V ~+* A' is a 
surjection of G-modules (K finite-dimensional), then for some positive integer 
e9 if n = /?', the map S£(V)G ~> S£(K)G = K is surjective. If G has this 
property it is called "geometrically reductive", and so Mumford's conjecture 
can be reformulated as asserting that reductive groups are geometrically 
reductive. Moreover, one can reduce at once to the semisimple case. Nagata 
had shown quite some time ago (cf. [N3]) that if G is geometrically reductive 
and acts on a finitely generated jSf-algebra R, then RG is finitely generated. 
Finally, Haboush [Ha] proved Mumford's conjecture, thereby getting 
invariant theory really going in char/?. We note that in our earlier examples, 
the groups G were all reductive. 

We now consider briefly again the first and second fundamental problems 
of invariant theory with the idea of relating them to the question of whether 
rings of invariants are Cohen-Macaulay. Assume then that R is a polynomial 
ring, that G is a linear algebraic group acting linearly, and also that RG is 
finitely generated (which will be true if G is reductive). The first fundamental 
problem was then to give explicit generators, which is equivalent to giving an 
explicit Af-homomorphism of a polynomial ring S over K onto RG. The 
second fundamental problem is to find generators for the ideal I of 
"relations" on the algebra generators, which is equivalent to giving explicitly 
an exact sequence of S-modules: 

S»>~+S->RG->0, 
where the images of the free generators for S"1 are the specified generators of 
ƒ. Call these generators of ƒ / , , . . . , iHi. Then, in the same vein, we can ask for 
S-module generators for the module of S'-relations (or syzygies) on / , , . • , , iH%t 

i.e. «,-tuples (sl9 • . . , J^) such that 2y Sjij = 0. This amounts to explicitly 
extending the former exact sequence to an exact sequence: 

S»2~+Sn*-»S-*RG-+0, 
and this may be construed as a "third fundamental problem". In a precisely 
similar fashion there are fourth, fifth, sixth, etc. fundamental problems, and a 
kind of overall fundamental problem, to wit, determine an explicit free 
resolution of RG as an S-module. We recall at this point that by Hilbert's 
syzygy theorem, at some point Kei^S"^1 -» 5^), the (i + l)th module of 
syzygies of R G

9 is itself projective («* free in the polynomial ring case), and so 
there exists a shortest free resolution: 

0~» S*-» . . . -> S"2-» S"' ~» S-> RG->0. 
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While one would, of course, like to know the whole resolution, several more 
modest goals suggest themselves. For example, it is not at all obvious that the 
length r of a shortest projective (i.e. free) resolution of RG over S will be. This 
number tells us where the sequence of fundamental problems ends. We 
denote the length of a shortest projective resolution of M over S by pdsAf. 
Now, general theorems from commutative rings assert that 

pds/?
G > dim S - dim RG. 

When does equality hold? The answer is, precisely when RG is Cohen-
Macaulay! 

Thus, Theorem (1.1) tells us that if G is linearly reductive then when RG, R 
regular, is represented as a homomorphic image of a polynomial ring S, the 
sequence of fundamental problems stops at the earliest possible point: r = 
dimS - dim RG. 

To bring all this down to earth, let us consider a specific 
EXAMPLE. Let X and y be as in Example 2 (or Example 1) with r * 2, 

s - 3, and t - 1, and let R * K[X, Y] so that RG - K[XY] s 
K[U]/I2(U). Let S = K[U]. Then we should have p d 5 / ? G * d i m S -
dim / ? c ~ 6 - 4 ~ 2 i f / î G i s Cohen-Macaulay, and, indeed, the resolution is 

0^S2Zs*^S-+RG->0, 

where D may be identified with /\2U', the matrix whose entries are the 2 X 2 
minors of U. 

It has been a longstanding problem to resolve explicitly RG * 
KWVIt+\W) o v c r KW\ m ^ c general situation of Example 2. The com
plete answer is still not known if char K « p (see [EN], [GN], [Po] for special 
cases), but there has been a quite recent breakthrough [Las] in char 0, and the 
resolution in that case is now known. 

The rest of this section is devoted mostly to the objective of giving insight 
into the Cohen-Macaulay property. Of course, each result about C-M rings 
we mention is yet another fact about rings of invariants of linearly reductive 
groups acting on regular rings. We begin with a sequence of examples of 
individual rings and classes of rings which are C-M, as well as others which 
are not. Incorporated into some examples are various comments upon, 
observations about, and characterizations of the Cohen-Macaulay property. 

EXAMPLE A. 0-dimensional rings. All 0-dimensional Noetherian rings are 
Cohen-Macaulay. 

EXAMPLE B. 1-dimensional rings. All 1-dimensional local rings without 
nilpotents are C-M. K[x,y]/(y2) is C-M, while K[x9y]/(x2, xy) is not. 

Several comments are in order here. Cohen-Macaulayness is often the right 
hypothesis for extending a theorem about (reduced) curves to higher 
dimension (without bringing spectral sequences into the picture). A good 
example is the simple form which Serre-Grothendieck duality for locally free 
coherent sheaves takes on Cohen-Macaulay projective varieties: see [AK]. 

The fact that K[x,y]/(x2, xy) is not C-M is tied in with the fact that the 
ideal (0) is mixed in this ring (corresponding to the fact that (JC2, xy) has an 
embedded prime in its primary decomposition: (JC2, xy) * (JC) n (x2, y)). This 
cannot happen in a C-M ring. Since embedded primes are hard to interpret in 
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a classical geometric sense, the C-M property will tend to imply that the 
geometry in many situations is a good reflection of what is happening 
algebraically. Unmixedness was a major concern of Macaulay [Maq], who 
was amazingly far ahead of his time. 

EXAMPLE C. 2-dimensional rings. All 2-dimensional normal Noetherian 
domains are C-M, where "normal" means integrally closed in its fraction 
field. Neither of the nonnormal rings K[x2, JC3, y, xy], K[x4, x3y, xy3, y4] 
(both subrings of K[x,y]) is C-M [note the relation xy{x2) = x\y) (resp. 
(xy3)2x4 « (x^fy4) which implies that x2, y (resp. x4, y4) is not a regular 
sequence]. On the other hand the nonnormal 2-dimensional ring K[x2, x3, y] 
is C-M. 

Normality plays a crucial role in algebraic geometry, both in understanding 
maps as in Zariski's Main Theorem (see [R], [Z2]) and in the study of 
resolution of singularities (see, e.g. [Ab], [Z,]). An important point is that if R 
is C-M then R is normal if and only if the singular locus has codimension at 
least 2. (In the general case what one needs is that the ideal defining the 
singular locus is either the unit ideal or contains a regular sequence of length 
2. But this is hard to check if one does not know the ring is C-M.) 

As we shall see shortly below, normality (even unique factorization) does 
not guarantee that the ring will be Cohen-Macaulay in higher dimensions. 

In connection with checking Cohen-Macaulayness in graded rings like 
those above, we mention the following criterion: suppose that S is a finitely 
generated graded ^-algebra with S0 * K. Then S can always be represented 
as finite module over a "polynomial" subring, i.e. a tf-subalgebra R generated 
by dim S algebraically independently forms of positive degree. Whenever this 
is done, S is C-M if and only if S is /{-free (the same holds if S is a local ring 
which is a finite module over a regular local subring R). From this point of 
view, K[x2, x3,y, xy] is not C-M because if we take R = K[x2,y] then 1, x3, 
xy is a minimal homogeneous basis but not a free basis. (The local freeness of 
S over R9 R regular, S module-finite, may be thought of somewhat more 
geometrically as the fact that the scheme-theoretic fibers of the finite 
morphism Spec 5 -* Spec R all have the same length.) 

EXAMPLE D. Complete intersections. The following fact characterizes C-M 
rings: if xy,..., xn is a sequence such that for each /, 1 < i < n, xt is not in 
any minimal prime of 2 y < / XjR, then xx,..., xn is a regular sequence. 
Moreover if R is C-M and xx,..., xn satisfies the above condition, then 
iî /27-i xi& is again C-M. In particular, if R is regular local and JC,, . . . , xn 

is part of a s.o.p., then -R/2, xtR is C-M. These rings are called (local) 
complete intersections. Such rings are, in fact, Gorenstein (which means that 
they have finite injective resolutions as modules over themselves). If S is 
regular local, it turns out that S/I is Gorenstein if and only if it is C-M and 
its minimal projective resolution over S is isomorphic to its own dual (into S). 
See [Bsj] and [KJ. Gorenstein rings come in handy in duality theory [GH]. 

EXAMPLE E. Determinantal loci. Let R be a C-M ring and (xy) an r by s 
matrix with entries in R. Suppose that It+i(xy) has height > (r - t)(s - 0-
Then it has height exactly (r - t)(s - t) and R/It+X(xy) is again C-M. See 
[HE]. We note that this "biggest possible height" (r - t)(s - 0 for 7r+1(x^) is 
achieved when the xu are indeterminatcs over a field or Z and R is the 
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polynomial ring generated by the indeterminates. 
If R is a regular local ring and I has height two and is such that R/I is 

C-M, then, conversely, I must be determinantal: in fact, I is the ideal of r X r 
minors of an r X r + 1 matrix with entries in the maximal ideal of R, where 
r + 1 is the minimum number of generators of I. No such classification is 
known for height three ideals with C-M quotients. They are not all 
determinantal. 

Note that complete intersections are determinantal with r = 1, f = 0. 
EXAMPLE F. Generic families of loci. Let A be a regular Noetherian domain 

and J an ideal of height d such that A/J is C-M. Let <J>: A -» R be any ring 
homomorphism into a C-M ring R and let I = ${J)R. Suppose that I has 
height > d. Then I has height exactly d, and R/I is again C-M. Thus, any 
ideal J in A such that A/J is C-M defines a whole family of C-M rings 
which, in some sense, have the same "form" as / . Example E is the special 
case where A = Z[xy] and/ = //+I(JC^-). 

By Theorem (1.1), whenever we solve the first and second fundamental 
problems for a linearly reductive group acting on a regular ring, we obtain a 
generic family of this sort. Cf. [HE]. 

EXAMPLE G. Unique factorization. For a while, no examples were known of 
UFD's which are not C-M. There is one interesting positive result along these 
lines (Raynaud-Boutot): if R is a complete local UFD with an algebraically 
closed residue class field of char zero, and dim R < 4, then R is C-M. See 
[Lip] as well as [Bou2] and [HO] (where the same result is obtained in a 
slightly more restricted setting). On the other hand, since the question was 
raised in [Sam] there have been several counterexamples. 

The first was given in [Bt]. Let S be the polynomial ring in four variables 
over a field of char 2 and let Z4 act by cyclically permuting the variables. 
Then the ring of invariants R is a four-dimensional non-C-M UFD. A 
three-dimensional example is derived from this in [Ho14], and many related 
examples are pointed out in [HRJ. [FG] shows that some of these char/7 
examples may be completed. The first counterexample in char 0 is analytic 
[FK] (but Artin approximation shows that the completion of this 60-dimen-
sional analytic local ring is also a counterexample). Many other counter
examples in char 0 may be found in [Mo]. 

A very interesting fact is that the ring of invariants in the example [Bt] is 
also the ring of invariants of a connected semisimple group acting linearly on 
a polynomial ring: a trick for doing this was pointed out to the author in 
correspondence by R. Richardson. Hence, Theorem (1.1) is false for connect
ed reductive groups in char/? > 0! 

EXAMPLE H. Rings associated with simplicial complexes. Let AT be a field 
and let A be an abstract finite simplicial complex with vertices JC,, . . . , xn. 
Regard the x's as indeterminates over K and let S = K[xv . . . , xn]. Let 7A be 
the ideal spanned as a A'-vector space by the monomials in the JC'S such that 
the set of variables which occur in the monomials is not a face of A. (In case 
K = R, A may be recovered from A'[A] as the intersection of the corre
sponding variety in R" with the convex hull of the standard basis.) G. Reisner 
has shown that K[&\ is C-M if and only if for A itself and all links L of A, the 
reduced (simplicial) cohomology with coefficients in K vanishes except in the 
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top dimension [Rei]. Moreover, it is easy to see (as observed by Munkres) that 
this property is a topological invariant. R. Stanley [StJ, [Stj], using Reisner's 
result, proved that any triangulation of a sphere satisfies the Upper Bound 
Conjecture in combinatorics (which gives conjectured upper bounds for the 
numbers of faces of various dimensions in a triangulation of a rf-sphere which 
has n vertices). The point is that Macaulay gave [MaCj] certain inequalities 
which the Hilbert function of C-M graded ^-algebra must satisfy. These 
inequalities, applied to the Hilbert function of K [A], imply the Upper Bound 
Conjecture. We refer the reader to [MS], where the problem was first solved 
for convex polytopes, for further background. 

To illustrate Reisner's criterion we note the following examples: 
(0)IfdimA = 0,#[A]isC-M. 
(1) If dim A = 1, A'[A] is C-M if and only if |A| is connected. 
(2) If dim A = 2, K[à] is C-M if and only if |A| is connected, H\A) = 0, 

and the link of each vertex is connected. If A is the union of two 2-simplices 
with one vertex in common, then A'[A] is not C-M. If |A| is a connected 
two-manifold (possibly with boundary) then K[h] is C-M if and only if 
H\A) * 0. A circular cylinder cannot have a C-M AT[A], But if A is a 
triangulation of a real projective plane, then K[&\ is C-M if and only if 
char K ^ 2. 

The reader might also wish to consult the exposition in [Hon]. One 
interesting point is that the proofs in [Rei] involve the action of Frobenius on 
local cohomology and reduction to char/7 > 0 (the circle of ideas of [HRJ, 
[HRJ). 

EXAMPLE I. Cohen-Macaulay rings and vanishing of cohomology on 
projective varieties. Here, we need to assume some slight familiarity with 
sheaf cohomology of coherent sheaves on projective varieties (Cech 
cohomology in the Zariski topology): see [SJ. However, we shall try to be as 
self-contained as possible. Let R =•= © £ o R* ̂  a finitely generated graded 
Jf-algebra with RQX K such that Rx generates R. Then there is a projective 
scheme (X, 6X) =•= Proj R associated with R and a very ample sheaf 0^(1). 
While X does not determine R, given a projective embedding X °* Pw, if X is 
reduced we may find one such R: R = K[x0,..., xn]/I, where I is the ideal 
generated by the homogeneous polynomials which vanish at all points of X. 
In this case the corresponding 0*(1) is the pullback of the hyperplane section 
bundle on F1, i.e. the unique very ample invertible sheaf on P1 which 
generates Pic P". 0^(0 denotes 0^(1)®'. 

By Serre's results [S,], if dim R > 2, R is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if 
the following two conditions hold: 

(1) The natural map R -* © / e Z H°(X, 0*(O) is bijective, and 
(2) H'(X9 ex(t)) - 0, 1 < i < dim X, t e Z. 
In particular, if R is C-M, Hl(X, 6X) * 0, 1 < / < dim X. Moreover, (1) is 

automatic if R is normal, while if R is a UFD, every invertible sheaf on X is 
of the form 0*(O for some t. Hence, if R is a UFD, R is C-M if and only if 
for every invertible sheaf £ on X, H'(X, £) * 0, 1 < i < dim X. 

When G is semisimple and acts linearly on a polynomial ring S9 S
G is a 

UFD (cf. [HRj]). It follows (considering Example 5) that all invertible sheaves 
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on the Grassmann varieties have vanishing cohomology in the intermediate 
dimensions. 

It follows (cf. [Ch], [HRl5 §14]) also that if C is a smooth projective curve of 
genus g > 1 then X = C X P1 cannot have a C-M homogeneous coordinate 
ring. For dim JT = 2 and H \X, 6X) would have to vanish, while by the 
Künneth formula it turns out to be 

Hx (C, 0C) ®K H°(P\ 0p.) a H1 (C, 0C) s K* * 0. 

E.g. let R « K[Xl9 X29 X3]/(X? + X\ + X%) « *[*„ JC2, X3] (char K * 3), 
which is a homogeneous coordinate ring for an elliptic curve C. 1fyl9y2 are 
new indeterminates, let S « ULy^J a n d r " [̂**tyLy C 5, where 1 < i < 
3, 1 < y < 2. Then r is a homogeneous coordinate ring for C X P1 and thus 
not C-M. Note that T has an isolated singularity at the origin and is normal. 
In fact, T = SG> where G » Gm acts on S by a: (JC„ x2, x3,y\9y^(axl9 axl9 

ax3, a~*yl9 a' V2)- Hence a ring of invariants of a torus acting on a C-M ring 
(even a hypersurface) need not be C-M! This shows that the hypothesis that 
R be regular in Theorem (1.1) cannot be weakened too much. 

This concludes our list of classes of examples of C-M and non-C-M rings. 
However, by way of attempting to explain more of the geometric conse
quences of the Cohen-Macaulay property, we shall discuss its significance in 
the theory of intersection multiplicities. We refer the reader to [S4], [Weil], 
[MuJ, [N2], [ZS], [AB3], [AR], [MalJ, [MalJ, and [PS3] for further 
information. 

Let X and Y be (for simplicity) irreducible closed affine varieties in A" 
(although the results are essentially the same in any smooth ambient space) 
having the origin x * ( 0 , . . . , 0) as an isolated point of intersection. For 
convenience we also assume that dim X + dim Y » n (< n is automatic); if 
dim X + dim Y < n the multiplicity we are defining turns out to be zero. Let 
R denote the local ring of A" at the origin x and let ƒ, / be the images of the 
defining ideals of X, Y resp. in R. Thus, R/ƒ, R/J are the local rings of X, Y 
resp. at x. We want to define the intersection multiplicity ix(X, Y) of X and Y 
at x. We note that the fact that x is isolated in the intersection is equivalent to 
the fact that l(R/I + / ) is finite, where / denotes length (of a filtration in 
which all factors are a K) and is the same as vector space dimension over K 
when R contains a copy of its residue class field K (which is true in this case). 
Also note that R/I + J s (R/I) ®R (R/J). 

Before proceeding further with the general case we stop to consider the 
situation when we intersect a curve and a line in the plane. 

In fact, consider the intersection of Y * X2 and Y * 0 in A2. Two methods 
of defining the intersection multiplicity suggest themselves. One depends on 
noticing that when we shift 7 * 0 slightly to Y * c, c ^ 0, we get two points 
of intersection (char K ^ 2), and then concluding that when c * 0 the 
intersection multiplicity still ought to be two. Note that what we are doing is 
counting the number of points in a set-theoretic fiber of the mapping from 
Y * X2 to A1 obtained by restricting the function given by Y on A2 to the 
curve, excluding the fiber over the origin in A1. 

A somewhat different point of view is to calculate the intersection 
"algebraically" (i.e. scheme-theoretically) by simply killing both defining 
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equations and localizing (although localizing turns out̂ not to bejiecessary in 
this case):_we get K[X9 Y]/(Y - X2,Y) = K+ KX (where X2 = 0). The 
fact that X lives in the intersection corresponds to the geometric fact that 
Y = X2 and y = 0 have more in common than a point at the origin: they 
have a tangent direction in common. In any case, one is led to attempt to 
define multiplicity in this case as l(K + KX) = 2. [Note that if c =£ 0, 

K[X, Y]/(Y- X\ Y - c) m K[X]/ (X2 - c) 

also has length 2: here, the length reflects the fact that there are two points of 
intersection.] 

Both ideas for computing multiplicities generalize easily to higher 
dimensions: but they give different answers (for curves they agree). First note 
that one can reduce the problem of defining multiplicities to the case where Y 
is linear, by regarding the problem of intersecting X and Y as isomorphic 
with the problem of intersecting X X Y with AA„ in A"XA"s A2": the 
diagonal AA„ is a linear subvariety. 

Now suppose X, Y are in A" and that Y is linear. Suppose dim X =«= d, 
dim y = n - d, and let L„ . . . , Ld be linear forms which define Y. Then, 
proceeding by analogy with the curve case, we can map X -» A** by p h» 
(Lx(p),..., Ld(p)). Near the origin in Ad this map is finite-to-one and off a 
proper subvariety of Ad the set-theoretic fibers have constant cardinality. It is 
this number that we want for the multiplicity. 

On the other hand, we can kill both sets of defining equations in the local 
ring and compute l((R/I) ®R (R/J))* 

The answer obtained this way is not usually the same as the cardinality of 
the typical fiber of the linear projection. It is this cardinality which one wants 
for the multiplicity. 

One is then led to ask, for which X and Y do the "multiplicities" computed 
in these two different ways agree? ( Y is no longer necessarily linear now.) The 
answer is, if and only if both X and Y are Cohen-Macaulay! 

In particular, in the case where Y is linear (=> C-M) X is Cohen-Macaulay 
if and only if the two versions of multiplicity agree. 

Finally, we note that Serre [S4] "corrects" the single term 
l((R/I) ®R (R/J)) by using instead the Euler characteristic of Tor, to wit, 
2 , ( - iy/(Torf (R/I, R/J)). Thus 

1(TOT$(R/I, R/J)) « / ( (* /ƒ ) ®R (R/J)) 

is just a "first approximation". This Euler characteristic is Serre's definition of 
multiplicity. It turns out to agree with the cardinality of the typical fiber in 
the linearized set-up, but, as we shall see in the next section, makes sense in a 
much broader context. 

The point about Cohen-Macaulayness is that it makes the higher Tor's 
vanish! 

[COMMENT. We have been remiss in not observing what the multiplicity is in 
the simplest and most natural case of all: suppose Cv C2 are irreducible 
curves in A2 having x as an isolated point of intersection, that C, has mt 

tangents (i.e. the lowest degree form of the defining equation of C, written 
with x as the origin is m,) and Cl9 C2 have no common tangent. Then 
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ix(Clf C2) = mxm2. If C, and C2 have a common tangent, then ix(Cï9 C^ > 
m}m2. See [Fu] for an elementary discussion.] 

We next want to make some remarks about the proof of Theorem (1.1). 
The idea is to use local cohomology (see [GH], [HRJ, [HR2], [HS], [PS2] and 
[Sh]) to compute the obstruction to Cohen-Macaulayness. The key point is to 
exploit the fact that the Frobenius acts on the local cohomology of a local 
ring (support at the closed point) in char/?! (See [PS2] and [HS]. The 
expository paper [BouJ may be helpful.) We shall not give any details here 
(the reader can find them in [HRj]). However, we do want to put forth some 
observations. 

The most obvious point is that Theorem (1.1) is primarily a char 0 theorem, 
since there are so few linearly reductive groups in char/?, and the result is 
false for reductive groups in char/?. However, by "semistandard tricks" in the 
circle of ideas mentioned in the last part of (2.6) one can pass to char/? and 
get a contradiction. It's actually quite a bit more subtle than the kind of 
situation to which the Metatheorem (2.1) applies directly, but the principle is 
the same. The difficulty is that one starts in char 0 knowing that the ring of 
invariants is a direct summand as a module over itself of the original (regular) 
ring, but it does not seem possible to preserve this while passing to char/?. 
Instead, one uses various tricks to show that there is a sort of minimal 
counterexample in a graded situation, and then, working with one graded 
piece at a time, one passes to char/? while preserving "finitely many 
consequences" of the existence of the Reynolds operator in char 0. 

Oddly enough, the only way the regularity comes in is that in char/?, if R is 
regular, the Frobenius F: R-* R makes R into a flat algebra over itself. (But 
this actually characterizes regularity!) The ring T - Klxpj] = SG considered 
in Example I above shows that it is not enough to assume that S is C-M 
rather than regular. 

REMARK. In the finite group case, where 1/|C| G AT, it is enough to assume 
that R is C-M in order to get that RG is C-M. The point is that a s.o.p. in RG 

(say, for simplicity, that both RG and R are graded or local) will be a s.o.p. 
for Ry hence, an /?-sequence. But then, since RG is a direct summand, it will 
also be an R ̂ -sequence. Q.E.D. 

However, in the general case, when G is not finite, an s.o.p. for RG need 
not be an s.o.p. for R. E.g. consider again Examples 1 and 5 from the list of 
examples of rings of invariants. In Example 1, let r » 1, s > 1. Then the 
maximal ideal (xxyl9..., xxy3) of RG has height s in RG but generates a 
height one ideal of R. In Example 5, suppose s * r + 1. Then the maximal 
ideal generated by the maximal minors in RG has height r + 1, but expands 
to a height 2 ideal in R. 

REMARK. There is a theorem related to (1.1) which is true in char/?: If R is 
regular of char/? > 0 and A is a subring which is a direct summand of R as 
an A -module, then A is Cohen-Macaulay. (See [HRJ.) 

I conjecture that this is true for any regular Noetherian ring R, but I don't 
know it even for finitely generated algebras over fields of char 0! 

It is natural to look for stronger properties of rings of invariants than 
Cohen-Macaulayness. Some recent results indicate that if R is regular and G 
linearly reductive then RG has rational singularities. 
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We digress momentarily to discuss the meaning of this. Assume that K is 
an algebraically closed field of char 0 and that X is a normal irreducible 
variety over K. Then it is always possible [Hi] to map a smooth variety S onto 
X such that, if ƒ is the map S -> X9 

(1) ƒ is proper (if K = C, this means that inverse images of strongly 
compact sets are strongly compact), and 

(2) if we delete the singular locus from X and its inverse image from S, the 
restriction/: S — ƒ " \Xsin^) -» X — Xtàng is an isomorphism (in particular, ƒ is 
birational). 

Such an/: S -> X is called a desingularization of X. Then X is said to have 
rational singularities if for some (equivalently, every) desingularization ƒ: 
5 -> A", R%(®s) • 0, i > 1. This is a local condition on Z. If X is affine, we 
may rephrase it to the statement that H'(S9 Gs) - 0, i > 1. We shall say that 
R has rational singularities if Spec R does. 

An important point is that if X has rational singularities, then X is C-M 
(i.e. all its local rings are C-M). In fact, if X is normal and C-M then X has 
rational singularities if and only if every highest order regular differential 
form o n l - Xsing is the restriction of a highest order regular differential 
form on S (identifying X - Xiing with S - ƒ ~l(Xsing)). (This condition turns 
out to be independent of the desingularization/.) 

A number of authors have proved Cohen-Macaulayness and, in fact, 
rational singularities, for important classes of varieties, many of the form 
Spec RG, by explicit desingularization and related techniques. We refer the 
reader to [KKMS], [KcJ, [KeJ, [KeJ, [D], and [ST]. 

I know of no counterexample to the conjecture that if G is linearly 
reductive and R has rational singularities, then RG has rational singularities. 
This is true if G is finite. It is also known if G acts linearly on a polynomial 
ring R in two cases: if G is a torus [KKMS], or if G is scmisimple [KeJ. 

4. Homological questions. This section centers around issues related to 
Theorem (1.2). We want to explain how it fits in with other central problems 
in the homological theory of local rings (Serre's conjecture on multiplicities, 
M. Auslander's question about rigidity of finite projective resolutions, and the 
related family of questions studied by Peskine-Szpiro [PS2]), what 
implications it has for the subject, what the open questions are about C-M 
modules, and, finally, we want to give some insight into the proof of Theorem 
(1.2). 

For background one the homological theory of local rings, we refer the 
reader to [AB,], [AB2], [AB4], [Ho2], [Ho6], [Ho,], [HoJ, [Ho»], [KJ, [M], [N2], 
[Rees], [Si], and [S4], while for more information about the specific homo-
logical problems we consider, we refer the reader to [AuJ, [Au2], [El], [FJ, 
[FJ, [F3], [FT], [Gr], [HoJ, [Ho10], [Iv], [K2], [LV], [lic], [PSJ, [PS2], [PS3], and 
[Ro]. 

M. Auslander raised the following problem (cf. [Auj], [Au2]), as well as 
many of the others we shall consider: his contributions to the subject cannot 
be overstated. We state it in the form of a conjecture: 

(4.1). RIGIDITY CONJECTURE. Let R be a Noetherian ring and let M, N be 
finitely generated modules such that M has a finite projective resolution, i.e. 
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pd*M < oo. Suppose Torf (Af, N) = 0fora certain L Then Torf (M, N) « 0 
for allj > i. 

REMARKS. One can reduce at once to the case where R is local or even 
complete local and i « 1. The question seems to be open even if pd^Af = 2 
and N has finite length. 

Even when (/?, m) is a regular local ring, (4.1) is a difficult result. [By 
definition, R regular means that m is generated by dim R elements (which 
one can easily show turn out to be an i?-sequence). By an important theorem 
(Auslander-Buchsbaum-Serre: see [ABj], [AB2], [SJ), this is equivalent to the 
fact that every ü-module has finite projective dimension. The homological 
theory of local rings got tremendous impetus from the solution by 
Auslander-Buchsbaum [AB4] of the longstanding problem of proving that 
regular local rings are UFD's using the homological ideas. To this day, all 
proofs of unique factorization in regular local rings are homological.] 
Auslander proved it in several important cases (e.g. if R contains a field) 
when R is regular, and the general proof was found by Lichtenbaum [Lie]. 
Auslander observed that (4.1) would imply: 

(4.2). ZERODIVISOR CONJECTURE. Let R be local and M ¥=0 a finitely 
generated module with pdRM < oo. Suppose that x E R is not a zerodivisor on 
Af. Then x is not a zerodivisor on R. 

No progress was made for a long time. Then Peskine-Szpiro proved [PS2] 
(4.2) in char/? and many other cases by showing that (4.3) below implies (4.2). 
They proved (4.3) using the action of the Frobenius on local cohomology. 

(4.3). INTERSECTION CONJECTURE. Let R be local and let Af, N be finitely 
generated nonzero modules with (Af ®^ N) finite. Then dim N < pd^Af. 
[Here, dim N denotes the Krull dimension of R/AxmRN.] 

Of course, this is uninteresting unless pdRM is finite. Peskine and Szpiro 
also showed that (4.1) => (4.3), and that (4.3) implies an affirmative answer to 
a question raised by Bass [Bst]: 

(4.4). BASS' CONJECTURE. Let R be a local ring and let T ^ 0 be a finitely 
generated module which has a finite infective resolution. Then R is Cohen-
Macaulay. 

It is worth mentioning the following conjecture [H02] which is easily shown 
to be equivalent to (4.3). 

(4.5). HOMOLOGICAL HEIGHT CONJECTURE. Let R be a Noetherian ring, M a 
finitely generated R-module of finite profective dimension, and let I « Ann^Af. 
Let R-± S be a homomorphism to a Noetherian ring S and let Q be a minimal 
prime of IS. Then height Q < pd^Af. 

We leave it to the reader to see that when R « Z[X], M « R/XR, this 
reduces to the principal ideal theorem of Krull [Kr]: the first really deep 
theorem in the abstract theory of Noetherian rings. 

Having discussed rigidity a bit and some of the other questions it suggests, 
we turn next to one of the other central problems in the homological theory 
of local rings: Serre's conjecture on multiplicities. 

We proceed in slightly greater generality than necessary, and then special
ize. Let R be a local ring and Af, N finitely generated /{-modules such that: 

(1) /(Af ®R N) is finite (as in §3, / denotes length), and 
(2) Af has a finite projective resolution. 
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Then Torf (Af, N) has finite length for all i and vanishes for large i. Hence, 
assuming (1) and (2) we may define 

e{M, N) = 2 ( - l)7(Torf (M, N)). 
i = 0 

Now if R is regular, M = /?/ƒ, N = ƒ?/ƒ (note that condition (1) holds 
automatically when R is regular), then, as already remarked in §3, 
e(R/I, R/J) agrees with the geometric notion of intersection multiplicity 
defined via cardinalities of fibers, but makes sense much more generally. In 
[S4] Serre proves that this notion has some of the properties which one would 
like for large classes of regular local rings, and conjectures the same for all 
regular local rings. Specifically: 

(4.6). SERRE'S CONJECTURE ON MULTIPLICITIES. Let R be a regular local ring 
and let M9 N be finitely generated R-modules. Suppose that l(M ®R N) is 
finite. Then: 

(a) dim M = dim N < dim R. 
(b) If dim M + dim N < dim R, then e(M, N) = 0. 
(c) If dim M + dim N = dim R, then e(M, N) > 0. 
Serre establishes (a) for all regular local rings R and (b), (c) if R contains a 

field or R is a formal power series ring over a discrete valuation ring. (It is 
possible to entertain the same conjecture under the weaker hypotheses 
discussed earlier: R is not assumed regular but it is assumed that pdRM < oo. 
In this case, (a), (b), and (c) are all unknown, except in the graded case [PS3].) 
We note that (4.6) is known if dim R < 4 [Ho2] or if both M and N are killed 
by the characteristic p of the residue class field [Malj], [Mal2]. 

We note that efforts to prove (4.6) by lifting modules formed at least part 
of the motivation for [BEj], [BEj], [BE3] (see [Nas] for a discussion of the 
relevance of lifting to multiplicities); however, recent results (see [Kl], [Lau], 
[S3], and [Hon]) make this approach look almost hopeless. 

A. Weil has raised the lack of a satisfactory theory of multiplicities as a 
reason for not attempting to do algebraic geometry in the kind of generality 
introduced by Grothendieck in [G]. See [Weil, p. 305]. Whether one accepts 
this point of view or not, the importance of settling (4.6) is clear. 

Before discussing how C-M modules come into the picture, we want to 
mention a few other conjectures. 

(4.7). NEW INTERSECTION CONJECTURE. Let R be a local ring, and let F^ be a 
finite free complex of finitely generated modules of length d 

0->Fd-+' >F0->0 

such that all the homology modules H^FJ have finite length, and not all 
HiiFJ vanish. Then dim R < d. 

It is not hard to show that (4.7) => (4.3). (4.7) was first proved in char/? by 
Peskine-Szpiro [PS3] and, independently, by P. Roberts [Ro]. 

The following two conjectures are known to be equivalent (cf. [H03], [Ho13], 
although the equivalence is not quite proved in these papers): 

(4.8). MONOMIAL CONJECTURE. Let R be a local ring with system of parame
ters xx,. • . , xn. Then for every positive integer t, 
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i 

(4.9). DIRECT SUMMAND CONJECTURE. Let R be a regular Noetherian ring and 
S D R an extension ring which is a finite module over R. Then R is a direct 
summand of S as an R-module. 

(4.10). EISENBUD-EVANS PRINCIPAL IDEAL CONJECTURE. Let M be a torsion-
free module of torsion-free rank r over a local domain (R, m), and let u E mM. 
Let Q be a minimal prime of Trace(w) (* {<K")« <t> £ Hom(Af, /?)})• Then 
height Q < r. 

The key point about conjectures 2, 3,4, 5,7, 8,9,10 is that all would follow 
from the existence, in the general case, of big C-M modules. (Note: we 
systematically refer to conjectures as "n" instead of "(4n)" in the rest of this 
section.) Moreover, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 10 (see [EE]) were first completely 
established in the equicharacteristic case as consequences of (1.2). The central 
role of the existence of big C-M modules should now be clear! 

We might mention that big C-M modules were also used to obtain 
important information about the behavior of the Bass numbers jtt' (see [Bs,]) 
in {FFGR]; however, their use was bypassed in [Ro] (cf. also [FJ, [F2], [F3], 
[FT], as well as the basic reference [Mat]). 

We next want to discuss small C-M modules, i.e. finitely generated ones 
(see [S4], [Hoj]). If M is a finitely generated module over the local ring (R, m) 
and M ^ 0, then if x„ . . . , xn is a s.o.p. for R which is an M-sequence, then 
every s.o.p. for R is an Af-sequencc. Not every local domain possesses a small 
C-M module, even if the dimension is 2: one can base counterexamples 
either on Nagata's counterexamples to the chain condition or on the patho
logical Noetherian rings in [FR]: see [Hoj]. However, it is an open question 
whether every complete local domain possesses a small C-M module, even in 
dimension 3 (in all characteristics). In dimension 2 one may use the integral 
closure (cf. [LV], [Hoj]). The graded case in char/? in dim 3 is known, by an 
argument of Hartshorne-Peskine-Szpiro [PSJ, also given in [Ho10], The 
complete case is crucial for the cases of other good local rings, for if S is a 
regular ring whose Henselization ([N2], [R]) Sh is an approximation ring (§2) 
and R is a homomorphic image of 5, then some pointed étale extension of R 
has a small C-M module if and only if R does. 

Small C-M modules may not be crucial, but there is one application their 
existence has which I do not know how to get from the existence of big C-M 
modules: to wit, if complete local rings always have small C-M modules, then 
6b => 6c in the multiplicities conjecture (regular case). See [Ho2]. 

The existence of small C-M modules comes down to the complete local 
domain case, and such a domain R is always a finite module over a complete 
regular local subring A which may even be chosen to be a formal power series 
ring over a field or discrete valuation ring. In this case it is easy to show that 
a finitely generated R -module M is C-M if and only if it is >4-free. Thus, R 
has a small C-M module if and only if R is embeddable in the ring (0tn (A) of 
n X n matrices over A (extending the embedding of A as scalar matrices) for 
some positive integer n. It is tempting to try to deduce the existence of small 
C-M modules from the existence of big ones. The following beautiful result of 
P. Griffith [Gr] is a step in the right direction. 
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(4.11). THEOREM (P. GRIFFITH). Let R be a complete local domain which is a 
finite module over the complete regular local ring A. Suppose that R has some 
big C-M module. Then R has a nonzero countably generated module which is 
free over A. 

The next question we consider is, what is known about the existence of big 
C-M modules for (let us say) complete local domains such that the 
characteristic of the residue class field is positive but the characteristic of the 
fraction field is 0: the mixed characteristic case. Of course, in dimension < 2 
one has even small C-M modules. But in dimension 3 or more, almost 
nothing is known. There is a result [Ho,d] for rings embeddable in a ring of 
"generalized" Witt vectors in a sufficiently good way (cf. [Bg] for ordinary 
Witt vectors), but there are no satisfactory criteria for when rings are so 
embeddable. (The construction depends on showing that if R is a local ring of 
char/? > 0, then there exists a big C-M module for R which is an algebra 
without identity such that the Frobenius is an automorphism.) 

We conclude this section and this paper with some remarks on the proof of 
Theorem (1.2). We refer the reader to [Hog] or [Ei] for a quick sketch of the 
argument and to [HoJ for details. Our objective here is only to get across the 
ideas of the proof. 

The basic points are as follows: Start with R itself as an "approximation** 
to the big C-M module, and 1 as an element outside 2,*,/{. One then starts 
"killing" unwanted relations xk+lmk+x = 2*=iJc^ by adjoining new 
elements w„ . . *, uk to the module one has and imposing the relation mk+x = 
2/«i*/W/. Passing carefully to a direct limit of such "modifications" one 
obtains a module E which must work if anything does. The difficulty is in 
showing that if e is the image of 1 E R in E, then e £ 2"=1 xêE. One comes 
down to this: R has a module E such that xv ..., xn is an ^-sequence if and 
only if for any module M obtained from R by successive modifications of the 
type described, the image of 1 G R is not in 2"= i xéM. 

This condition can be translated into the condition that a certain family of 
systems of equations with height condition has no local solution in a 
Noetherian ring JR which contains a field (see §2). By the Metatheorem (2.1) 
one need only prove this in char/? > 0! 

We now come to the main theme: one applies the Frobenius to the 
equations which would have to hold if there were a solution, and thus obtains 
a contradiction. This argument is a bit too technical to give in detail here. 
Instead, we shall examine the same technique in a closely related example. 

It is easy to show that if xl9..., xn is an Af-sequence on any module M9 

then for every positive integer /, 

i 

Thus, part of the problem of proving (1.2) in char/? is to show that the 
equation with height condition: 

has no solution in which the values of the X's are a s.o.p. This equation with 
height condition is too simple to be typical of the family of systems one really 
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needs to deal with, but it will serve to illustrate the method. (Note that we 
shall be proving conjecture (4.8) in char p.) Suppose one has a solution of (*), 
x, y. If we complete and kill a suitable minimal prime we get a solution x,y in 
a complete local domain S which is a finite module over its regular subring 
R = K[[xl9..., xn]]. Let 9H = 2,- xfR. S is torsion-free as an /{-module and 
hence can be embedded in Rd for some d. By composing with a suitable 
product projection we obtain an /Minear map </>: S -* R such that a = <f>(l) ^ 
0. We can pick e so large that a £ m*, where # = pe. If we put our solution JC, 
y into (*), raise both sides to the qth power, and then apply <f>, we obtain 
x? • • ' *?¥}) = 2 , xfq+q<Ky,q)> i-e- x{* • • • xy G 2f- JC/*+**. But 
x„ . . . , xn is an /{-sequence, whence ([EH] or [T]) a E 2 , x?/? c m*, a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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